
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
July 24, 2017 

 

Dear friends, 

 

We are personally reaching out to all of our BME alumni. Our top-ranked department and your alma mater must be able to 

prepare and inspire our future BME students to be at the forefront of medical innovation. However, our existing teaching 

laboratory is nearly 30 years old and can no longer support training students at the sophisticated levels that are required today. We 

have identified 5,000 square feet of space and plan to convert it into a state-of-the-art showcase Biomedical Teaching and Innovation 

Center (BME/TIC). The facility will not only allow faculty to teach leading edge methods using biomolecules and cells to tissue and 

biosensing to digital medicine, but will also allow for all BME students to innovate and pursue entrepreneurial ideas. Our BU BME 

alumni are some of the most successful and ingenious leaders in the world. We invite you now to participate. 

 

You may already be familiar with EPIC—our groundbreaking Engineering Product Innovation Center—where our students learn the 

critical components of advanced product design. EPIC, however, cannot be used to innovate on living systems. BME/TIC will expand 

upon EPIC’s model of student engagement, and inspire BME students to pursue innovative ideas as they apply to all aspects of 

biology and medicine. (See the enclosed flyer for exciting details about our plan.). BME/TIC will cost $3.5 Million to create. We 

need to raise 50% of that cost to make it a reality and the College will provide the remaining amount.  

 

Binoy K. Singh, MD FACC (BU BME ‘89) and I invite you to join us. I am reaching out personally because I am the Dean of the 

College of Engineering, and my deep personal connections to BME at BU as former Chair of the Department and the long-time 

“gentle” Founder and Director of our nationally recognized BME Senior Design Program. Binoy Singh is not only ENG’s Campaign 

Chair but was a member of the one of earliest Senior Class Design Projects ever. Binoy, along with a few other key alums, have 

already provided six-figure pledge commitments to the BME/TIC Fund. We would be honored if every BU BME alum contributed at 

their comfort level to make this transformative facility an amazing reality! 

 

Your participation, support and engagement are sincere reflections of your BU BME experience and your achievements. Boston 

University, the College of Engineering, and our alumni are all proud of our BME program. You can ensure your alma mater’s 

continued growth and success as one the premier programs in the country! Please help us show what our alums can make possible for 

future generations of BU BME graduates. 

 

All donors will be acknowledged and recognized, with special recognition for gifts at the $1,000, $5,000 and $10,000 level and above. 

Enclosed is a reply form and return envelope for your convenience or visit www.bu.edu/eng/alumni/bme-tic. To help us begin 

construction with BME/TIC this year, please make your gift or pledge commitment by August 31, 2017. 

 

With our personal appreciation and sincere thanks for your anticipated support, 

 

 

 

Ken Lutchen Binoy Singh, ENG’89 

Dean, College of Engineering ENG Campaign Chairman 

Boston University College of Engineering 

44 Cummington Street  
Boston, Massachusetts 02215 
T 617-353-2800 F 617-358-3468 

Kenneth R. Lutchen, Dean 
Professor of Biomedical Engineering 

http://www.bu.edu/eng/alumni/bme-tic

